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Are landed estates a relic of the past?

Unique mix of commercial enterprise, public sector and charity

• We deploy risk capital for profit…

• …with a permanent tie to “our place” (so can take a very long term 
view)…

• …and because of that “for good” frequently = “for our own good”

Purpose – to be the lifeblood of local economy, enhance lives of local 
people and to share and protect this extraordinary place



What purpose, driven and sustained by profit 
models, produces
Ten goals to 2026

• 3x economic contribution

• 100 apprentices

• 300 truly affordable homes

• Grow visitor attraction to 750k paying visitors

• Net zero on a true count

• Top 100 employer

• £40m restoration programme

• Restore lost art and build new collection

• £45m endowment

• 2x community contribution
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Sustainability for this landed estate

• We need to “protect this extraordinary place”

• We still work and care for our land as we have for 300 years, we will 
be doing the same thing on the same land in 300 years

• So kicking the can down the road is kicking it to, er, ourselves 
(sometimes referred to as dribbling and dribbling is not a good look)

BUT sustainability is also opportunity, given the businesses and assets 
we hold.

It is also a matter of existential competitive strategy



So today, we will cover

Running a sustainable visitor attraction

• Transport

• Food 

• Education



Our biggest problem
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Stately homes

• No one built a stately home next to a major public transit hub

• We are lucky, relatively speaking

• But up to 20% of our visitors come from abroad

So our business model is today based on attracting people from a long 
way away to a location mainly only accessible by motor car

(plus network constraints mean we cannot offer EV charging today)



Where’s the problem?



Commitment

• Carbon neutral by 2027

• 5% incremental carbon reductions through operations each year

• 50% of our visitor journeys to be low carbon by end of 2026

• Balance by offset (inset)



Projects to deliver offset by 2027

• 6.5 ha solar farm – under way

• 6.5 ha solar farm (another of our own)

• 607 ha of regenerative agriculture (400ha under way)

• 30 ha of wetland restoration

• 358 ha of newly planted woodland (i.e. where we have not sold the

carbon credits)



Revised baseline in visitor transit

Price incentives:

• Feb/Mar 20 
experiment with 
visitors

• …..disrupted by 
Covid-19

• 2022 saw us go 
again

• 1 month to the 
right





Building blocks

Assume we: 

• return to 20% groups by (increasingly green) coaches over 2 years

• lift bus/cycle from 4% up to 10% through price incentives

• EVs currently negligible but say 4% by 2026

So we can [easily!] see our way to 1/3 of customers being green by 
2026….  



Making modal shift easier

• Bus, train and bike promotions – working with our rail cos

• New cycle routes (preferably attractive) as an attractive route in – and 
linking to nearest national cycle routes

• Cycle hire available

• Bending buses on to site and providing our own to make bus transit 
the best route/closest drop off (and pushing cars further away)



• xxx
x

Buses

Cars





“Grass Routes”



Opportunities for funding

• County Council now funding new bus lanes

• Rail operator helping us to deliver and market bus links from stations 
– more to come here

• Multi use paths funded by developers

• Commercial – much like Bicester Village out of Marylebone, we might 
be the default association with Paddington etc – i.e. we grow the pie

• Savings in car park costs and repairs



Incentives

• Paying customers – the 30% discount etc

• Passholders:
• Coffee

• Goodwill

• Plants/seeds



Making it easy to be green

• In era of pre-booking, we can predict carbon impact of any visit

• We can offer a genuine offset/inset OR promote greener journeys 
with bribes

• Work to drive multi-day visits to whole area – which is more efficient 
– and join up green transport between the main points (Blenheim, 
Oxford, Bicester Village) and the rest of the County













At £65 per tonne/CO2e, 
cost is £2.80
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At £65 per tonne/CO2e, 
cost is £0.40 and we will 
offer a X% discount on 
your ticket



Choices for our customer

• Reduce/avoid v Offset



Choices for our customer

• Reduce/avoid v Offset

• Price bribes v You/we pay for offset

(shared with travel cos) (shared with customer)

Nudge research suggests sharing other people’s choices will be 
effective but we will need to experiment



Visitor Travel offsets
OFFSET: for those visitors who cannot practically 
avoid fossil-fueled journeys

Profit rationale: we are helping others avoid carbon 
at little/no net cost to ourselves

Progress to date: inserted in sales journey since 6/22. 
6,000 sold and planted (700t CO2e in 1st 5 years)

Next steps:  Scaling up, faster in house tree production



Major Blockers

• Christmas – cold, late and kids, very difficult to switch

• Major events – exhaust the public transport capacity

• Shorter duration trips (usually shorter distances too)

• Annual pass revisits – difficult to offer effective incentives



Staff incentives
• Staff demanded to take part

• One complex spreadsheet to assess potential



Staff incentives

• It cost us quite a lot of pizza (the incentive of choice) – a 
pizza for a week of green transit inc. car share.  

• Our local employees were very happy

• But I forgot to carbon check the pizza

• Looking at personal carbon pledges as well as group activity



Procurement and food sourcing
REDUCE: carbon in procurement, was 8,600 tonnes in 
19/20

Profit rationale: reduced carbon costs will mean 
lower costs; customers prefer this; nicer food product

Progress to date: c40% sourced locally, food switching 
to almost wholly local now.  Stopped Christmas plastic 
light up gifts last year (painful)

Next steps:  greater shifts in retail buying; much more 
in house production.  Re-measure this year



Reusable take out cups
REDUCE: spend and carbon cost of disposable cups 
for take out buyers

Profit rationale: ultimately a cost saving – we spend 
c£120k pa on these disposables

Progress to date: Trialled from one location in 2022 
(disaster! People are so “forgetful”)

Next steps: moving to inbuilt RFID with auto cashback 
option, all venues.  Praying for less “forgetfulness”



Education

• Apprenticeships

• Green Champions

• Holkham Hall





Education initiatives

• Core programme:
• Sustainability units for schools

• Science and citizenship (based in Walled Garden)

• National Project – The Wild Escape – provide 
families with nature experiences in a museum 
setting:
• Gardens tour for schools and families

• Bees, trees etc (May – delivered by staff)



Green reporting



Education through Events



Thank you

• Travel and procurement are normally the two big targets

• Getting this right is now a matter of competitive strategy, as well as 
right for the planet

• Don’t underestimate the impact on recruitment, retention and 
motivation
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